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Abstract:-Use of smart card makes remote user verification and key agreement easy, elastic to making a secure scattered system environment. It
is very important to provide user privacy protection in authentication phase. In this paper, we are describing the performance comparison of Jung
approach for multiple server authentication and key agreement schemes with user protection in network security with our proposed approach.
First we are describing the juang approach then overview of our approach with comparison. All the areas those can be improved by us are also
defined. Our approach is works for single server as well as multi sever environment. According to our analysis the juang approach is open to the
element, leak-of-verifier attack and session key discovery attack and smart card loss attack. We are saving data into the server table in form of
digital identity, smart card is removed by us, and so the new approach is safe from smart card loss attack.
Keywords: user verification, session key, comparison, key size, smart card, network security.

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________
1. Introduction
The user must login to access the services provided by the
server. For login user send his username and password to the
server through a protected path. In this case for to check the
authenticity of the user sever reads the message send by the
user and verifies his identity and password, if the identity
and password matches then server gives rights to access all
services provided by itself otherwise user not allowed to
access the services. In previous paper we study the Juang
approach for multi server authentication and key agreement
problem and we figure out its limitation and improvement
areas. In previous paper we study the Juang approach for
multi server authentication and key agreement problem and
we figure out its limitation and improvement areas. So in
this paper we shall describe the step by step implementation
of our proposed approach. Juang scheme is efficient for
authentication and key agreement but the drawback of the
scheme; it has no ability of anonymity for the user. We can
make it more secure and cost effective. The following points
must be considered for user authentication and key
conformity phase.
a.
b.
c.

d.

Confidentiality shelter: in the phase of authentication
the opponent can not constrain the identity of the user.
Generously choose password: All uses are free to
change password and select his password by himself.
Less communication and computation cost: The
smart card is costly and it is not offers a powerful
computation capability so we are removing the smart
card from our approach.
Mutual authentication: Server authenticate user
mutually.

e.

Session key contract: Each server and user must
establish a session before communication [7, 8].

Usually in all scheme each user needs to register many
servers and memorize more than one identities and
passwords. This is not convenient way for the users. To
make it easy to use many approaches are proposed for multi
server authentication. In these entire new schemes only one
time login works for many severs. User need not to register
on all the servers. These are the following criteria for
security of the session key generation phase.
a.
b.

c.

Session key safety: Session key must be shared
with the user and server only securely
Forward confidentiality: Session key must have
some time out feature. The long driven session key
is unsecure that is used before for other sessions.
For each new session new key must be generate.
Known-key security: the old session key can not
determine the new session key.
2. The Proposed Scheme

Juang approach is smart card based approach for remote
logins to multi server environment. This approach is weak
beside smart card lost problems, leak-of-verifier attack. To
remove all recognized security terrorization in their
mechanism, we shall propose an improved version this
approach.
Description of proposed improvements in Juang user
authentication and key agreement scheme. In place of one
simple hash function we are using 3DES which is more
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secure and required less memory block size. It provides
addition security and control over user credentials. User
identities saved into the sever tables securely in the form of
digital identity.
2.1 Notations
Let “A → B: C” denote A is sender B is message and C is
receiver, E y(c) denote that secure key y is used to encrypt
the chipper text c. D y(m) denote the secrete key y is used
to decrypt the plaintext m corresponding symmetric
cryptosystem[13], “&” denote the string concatenate
operator and XOR denote the bitwise exclusive-or operator.
h denote the hash function.
2.2 Single Server Authentication Scheme
In this section, we propose an efficient single server user
authentication and key agreement scheme with privacy
protection using 3DES algorithm. The same concept used in
this section will be used in the next section to construct an
efficient multi-server user authentication and key agreement
scheme with privacy protection. Let UIDi be a unique
identification of user i. Also, let s be the master secret key
kept secretly by the server S.
2.2.1 Registration Phase
Assume User i submits his identity UIDi and his password
PWi to the server S for registration. If S accepts this request,
he will perform the following steps:
Step 1: Compute Ui „s secret information i = 3DES(IDi &
s) and i = i XOR PWi.
Step 2: Store UIDi and i to the memory of sever as a
digital identity and share this identity to the user securely.
2.2.2 User Authentication and Session Key Agreement
Phase
After successful registration to the server, Ui can login to
the server. When he logins in the server. If Ui wants to login
to S. He inputs his identity UIDi and his password PWi to
this device. Assume that 1 is a nonce value chosen by Ui
and 2 is a nonce value chosen by Sj for freshness checking.
Assume that u is a arbitrary number chosen by Ui and s is
a arbitrary number chosen by Sj for generating the session
key value i = 3DES (s & u & i). The following protocol
is the ith login with sever.
Step 1: Ui → S: 1, UIDi,Ei (ui, 3DES(UIDi & 1));
Step 2: S → Ui: Ei (s, 1 + 1, 2);
Step 3: Ui→ S: Ei (2 + 1).
2.3 Multi Server Authentication Scheme
There are three participants in our multi-server protocol: a
key distribution centre, service providers (servers) and users.
Let RC denote the registration centre, Sj denote server j, and
Ui denote user i. Let UIDi be a unique identification of Ui

and SIDj be a unique identification of Sj Also, let s be the
secret key kept secretly by RC, and j = 3DES(s & SIDj) be
the secret key shared by Sj and RC. The shared secret key j
can be computed by RC and sent to Sj after he registered at
RC.
2.3.1 Registration Phase
Ui submits his identity UIDi and his password PWi to RC
for registration. RC then performs the following steps:
Step 1: Compute Ui ‟s secret information i =3DES(s &
UIDi) and i = i XOR PWi.
Step 2: Store UIDi and i to the memory of the server and
share this digital identity to Ui securely.
Step 3: Compute the shared secret key i,j = 3DES(i &
SIDj) between Ui and Sj , and send the encrypted secret key
Ej (i,j ,UIDi) to each Sj . Upon receiving Ej (i,j ,UIDi),
Sj stored it in his encrypted keys table.
2.3.2 Login and Session Key Agreement Phase
After successful registration on registration center, Ui can
use it to login into Sj. Assume that 1 is a nonce value
chosen by Ui and 2 is a nonce value chosen by Sj for
freshness checking. Assume that u is a random number
chosen by Ui and s is a random number chosen by Sj for
generating the session key value i = 3DES (s & u &
i,j). The following protocol is the ith login with sever.
Step 1: Ui → Sj : 1,UIDi,Ei,j (u, 3DES(UIDi & 1));
Step 2: Sj → Ui : Ei,j (s, 1 + 1, 2);
Step 3: Ui → Sj : Ei ( 2 + 1).
2.3.3 Shared Key Inquiry Phase
In Step 3 of the registration phase, Registration center will
send the encrypted shared secret key Ej (i,j ,UIDi) to each
Sj . After receiving the shared key each server will save the
key in encrypted shared key table. The shared key can be
verified by the RC if server doesn‟t want to store these keys,
it can be fetch by RC. The following protocol can be
inserted between Step 1 and Step 2 of the login and session
key agreement phase when Sj needs the shared key.
Step 1: Sj → RC : 3,UIDi, SIDj ;
Step 2: E j (i,j ,3 + 1).
3. Performance analysis
The comparative results has been shown to compare
proposed scheme containing 3DES algorithm with other
existing Juang scheme that is using one way hash function
only.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of performance analysis on basic of
different parameters
Algorithm

3DES

Block
Size
(bits)
64

Hash function

128

Security
level

Cost

Time
consume

High

Less

High

Less

High

Less

Our approach taking more time than juang approach but the
use of 3DES in place of hash function makes our approach
more secure. The secure key length size is small than Juang
approach so the processing time is less and key is more
secure than Juang mechanism. The overall performance of
our approach is better than Juang approach with high
security and user protection.
4. Computational complexity our proposed approach
To compute the complexity of each algorithm we identify
total number of encryption, decryption and hash functions
used in scheme. Following are notation used in complexity
computation:




H means One Way Hash Function
Ey means Symmetric Encryption
Dy means Symmetric Decryption
Our approach requires four encryptions operations in
registration phase, four encryptions and four decryptions in
login phase. In Juang approach [8], four hash functions and
one encryption in registration phase, only three encryptions,
four decryptions and five hash functions needed in login and
authentication phase. So we are describing the comparison
results of computational complexity in below table.

Registration
Phase

Juang
Proposed

6. Future work
In the future, we can implement this scheme using smart
card to prove that our authentication mechanism is secure
and discuss the security issue in detail. Moreover, we will
build a more secure, efficient and cost effective extends our
scheme for multiserver authentication environment.
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